INTRODUCTION TO SAFE~CONNECT Plus+™
My name is Jody Rabin, Founder and CEO, of Safe-Connect Plus+. I have realized, that in order to help people, it is essential to address Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) and the negative impact they have on our minds, bodies and emotions. Presently, the worst dangers are from cellular phones when they are held next to the brain each day and/or clipped to the body! After spending 12 years of research in “Quantum Molecular Medicine”, we have created a new line of transforming products called “SAFE~CONNECT PLUS+ Electromagnetic Shields”.

Jody’s Biography

- I have over three decades of experience working in alternative medicine and optimal health methods.
- I have also earned over 35 certifications in the natural health care field including:
  - Live Blood Cell Analysis
  - Biofeedback and Electro-dermal Screening
  - Herbology and Nutrition
  - Applied Kinesiology

Throughout my health and wellness journey I have gained much knowledge and experience which has led me to the research and development of our Safe Connect Plus+ formula and Electromagnetic Field Shields.

Our desire at Safe Connect Plus+ is to help bring balance, energy and strength in order to live more full and productive lives.
EMF – Electromagnetic Field

- Almost everyone is exposed to Electromagnetic Radiation via Cell Phones, Computers, Microwave Ovens, Electrical Appliances, Hair Dryers, as well as Negative Energy from Indoor Lighting and Electric Grids running through our homes. It’s everywhere!

- THE PROBLEM NEEDS ADDRESSING NOW!
Mankind is now permanently connected to the new world saturated with distorted destructive energy wave impulses.

Our “New Technological Age” is creating significant discord and chaos in human cellular function and energy fields.

This translates into all forms of discomfort, stress, weakened immune system, sleep disorders and even cancer.
Exposure is Unavoidable!

1.5 Milligauss and Below is Safe

DANGER ZONES

Here are measurements of EMF from common sources. Remember, EMF exposure depends not just on strength of the fields, but on proximity and duration of contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMF in Milligauss</th>
<th>Up to 4 inches</th>
<th>At 3 feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blender</td>
<td>50 to 220</td>
<td>0.3 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes washer</td>
<td>8 to 200</td>
<td>0.1 to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee maker</td>
<td>6 to 29</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>4 to 20</td>
<td>2 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent lamp</td>
<td>400 to 4,000</td>
<td>0.1 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair dryer</td>
<td>60 to 20,000</td>
<td>0.1 to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave oven</td>
<td>100 to 500</td>
<td>1.0 to 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>5 to 100</td>
<td>0.1 to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum cleaner</td>
<td>230 to 1300</td>
<td>3 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>0 mG avg. in a 747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THUS FAR CLINICAL STUDIES HAVE SHOWN

1) **Cell phone radiation** - penetrates deep into the developing brains of children.

2) **Cell phone radiation** - results in chromosomal damage to blood exposed to wireless phone radio waves. *There is a link between chromosome damage and brain cancer.*

*The above are based on elaborate human, animal, and laboratory experiments that examine the effects of cell phone radiation.*
3) **Cell phone radiation** - breaks down the blood brain barrier. Think of the blood brain barrier as an immune system for the brain. As it breaks down, other environmental toxins more easily enter the brain and cause damage.

4) **Cell phone radiation** - can cause pacemakers to malfunction if the pacemakers are not properly insulated.

If cell phone radiation is able to penetrate the human skull, the effects may be even more dramatic on soft tissue such as reproductive organs that may be continuously exposed to radiation by a phone carried in a pants pocket.
The Brain is Bombarded With EMF’s Beyond the Skull!

Our greatest concern is with children!!!

How Mobile Phone Radiation Penetrates The Brain
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Cell Phone

Cell Phone

Cell Phone
The Unseen Dangers

Keep cell phones out of the hands of your kids, they are particularly susceptible to the radiation generated by cell phones.
Senate Delegates
Health Effects of Cell Phone Use

270 million USA Cell phone Users
10 years experience of Research Study

Dr. Bucher – National Institute of Health:
- Minimize the use of cell phones with children
- Recommends using a head set instead of holding the phone or bluetooth

Dr. Sadetzki – Cancer & Radiation (Israel):
- Brain tumors have been showing up around the salivary gland where the cell phone has been used

Dr. Davis – University of Pittsburg (Inner Phone):
- Aggressive Users have double the risk of tumors
- 1994 Henry Lia & Narendra P Singh found that 60-Hz sinusoidal magnetic field at intensities of 0.1-0.5 millitesla (mT) showed increases in DNA single- and double-strand breaks in brain cells.
- Cell phone manuals explain the proper safety parameters for least amount of Radio Frequencies (RF) exposure
Scientists estimate that the average daily exposure to EMF radiation is **100 million times higher** than it was in previous generations!!!

**Safe~Connect Plus+ is the answer!** A line of products is here to balance, strengthen and shield the Body and Home for the entire family!
Transforming our World
With
Cutting-Edge Technology
&
Education!
Safe~Connect Plus+

Technology 101
Water is a key to life!

• The Brain - 75%
• The Heart - 75%
• The Lungs - 86%
• The Liver - 96%
• The Kidneys - 83%
• The Muscles - 75%
• The Blood - 83%

2/3 Body Weight = Water

Our Bodies Must Replace
2 1/2 quarts of Water Every Day

We CAN Impact Our Health by the Quality and Purity of our Water!
Dr. Masuru Emoto experimented with how water is impacted by messages from thought, music and more. These pictures tell a story and teach something about life, health and the impact of transferring frequencies!
Water is Similar to a Computer Chip in its Ability to Capture and Record Messages and Images.

Electro-magnetic signals give information to the body in the same way a wireless signal passes through a computer, TV or radio. Encoding atoms in water is similar to sending radio waves with data.
Dr. Emoto exposed 100 bottles of water to: words, pictures, music and other frequencies. A sample of each was then frozen in Petri-dishes and pictures were taken at a microscopic level.

What he discovered was that any sample with words of appreciation, created beautifully unique ice crystal formations.

However, the samples where words of destruction were used, created distorted and unstructured images.
Each picture represents the word with which the bottle was labeled.

These are the pictures of the frozen crystallized water.

THANK YOU in Japanese

LOVE / APPRECIATION
Music is Played Through The Speakers and Imprints Water.
As the previous pictures had words placed on a bottle, these have sound played over the water. The encoded water is then frozen. These are the pictures of the crystallized water.
Heavy Metal Music
Example: Two elementary school children spoke the words “Thank You” and “You Fool” to rice in labeled jars everyday for one month. The results can be seen below: “blessed sweet fermented rice” and “cursed rotten rice”.
Safe Connect Plus Affects Products that Impact!
How Safe Connect Plus+ Technology Works

Safe~Connect Plus+ Shields work on a cellular level in conjunction with the human bio-field, which is the energy field that extends beyond the skin and is comprised of bio-photon.s. Safe~Connect’s new shielding devices for the body and mind are embedded with over 200+ Resonant Frequencies; they are encoded into the Shield’s nano-crystalline and natural resin base. The body then resonates with the encoded shield frequencies in perfect pitch, thus balancing the central nervous system, glands, organs and all body systems. One single photon is said to carry more than four megabytes of information and the bio-field of the body is made up of billions of photons. Imagine, what is happening at the cellular level!
Electromagnetic Fields have a devastating effect upon the body, mind and emotions far greater than what we have yet discovered.

This illustration shows how these negative fields effect your body causing stress, fatigue and pain.

With the Safe Connect Plus + shielding formula your body becomes strengthened, energized and stabilized with a calm state of well being.
I want to bring to your attention the nose. The baseline temperature is 87.2°F. The color purple is the better temperature for the body to function.

Without the shield you can see that you lose the purple color in the nose raising the temperature to 91.6°F.

With the use of our shield you can see the temperature is now 86.7°F. That is 0.5°F less then when you didn’t have a cell phone on or a shield. Imagine your body with a shield at all times.
Testing On Stress

Dr. Lucky M.D. - Mississippi, used the Meridian Stress Analysis on several individuals. At baseline, using the peripheral/CNS point, it registered around 50.

- Cell phone placed in the lap raised it to 50
- Active cell phone raised it to 60 – 70
- Using a Safe~Connect Plus+ cell phone shield dropped it back down to the upper 50’s.
- **Add** The necklace and the body normalized to 50.
Blood Analysis with **Safe Connect Plus+** Shields

Lab Research Performed by Brandi Stewart, Owner of Stewart Analysis, Ltd.

**Subject #1**
Is a fatigued 23-year-old male who indulged the night before with beer.

First picture is his blood; picture to right is his blood 30 minutes wearing the **Safe Connect Plus+** Shield.

**Subject #2**
Is a 54-year-old man with poor oxygen, liver stress, and poor nutrient intake.

The first picture is his blood; picture to right is his blood, 30 minutes wearing the **Safe Connect Plus+** Shield.
What Doctors Say…..

- "I wear my EMF Resonance Shield and am using the Resonance Platter. I plan, as mentioned, to promote these heavily in the office. They are positively testing 100% of the time to strengthen my clients.”
  Dr. Steven Grable M.D. - Jacksonville, FL

- “What we are seeing with the use of EMF Resonance Shields is simply bringing the body into balance”
  Dr. Mike Epitropolous M.D., PHD Clinical Nutrition, Chiropractor
Testimonials

• Pati – Relief from hot Flashes Every 15 minutes and Night Sweats for 1 year – affecting her husband as well – no sleep and mood swings

• Rick was set free from years of chronic back pain from a job related injury and Sue reports better energy. Sleep as well as neck pain is gone! A world of difference even months later…
Our unique Safe Connect Plus+ proprietary formula, using over 200+ frequencies, works to bring our bodies, minds and emotions into a better state of homeostasis.

Body Shields

Energy • Balance • Relief
Safe House Shields

Laptop, Microwave & Cell Phone Shields
Visit us at
naturalsolutions.safeconnectplus.com
OR CALL BUFFY AT 229-777-7712
See the full line of Safe~Connect Plus+ Shields and access additional educational resources.

Just a “Click” away
Polarity Balance
Switched energy = EMF’s, toxins, bad thoughts, wrong sleeping hours? Test and see!

Normal Polarity
Since opposite poles attract and like poles repel each other, normal polarity looks like this:

- Bottom of Hand
- On top of Head
- Top of Head
- and
- Top of Hand
BASICS – How to test SCP Products!
Make sure everyone is hydrated!

Place your left hand here (do not push)

These are the muscles being tested

Increase pressure here until the muscle strength is tested and the arm is almost forced down

Basics of Muscle Testing
For more on Muscle and Balance Testing

Visit us online at

naturalsolutions.safeconnectplus.com

Affiliates: Refer to the Muscle Testing 101 Booklet in your Affiliate Opportunity Package
visit us online or give us a call: 229-777-7712
Good Vibrations
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